Internal state
Ideal world:
Semantics of real world ? 
First experiment
"Monadify" normal functions,
and convert conditions and invariants to monadic partial identities, eg.
Back to the real world
In this way, we get a very simple, "pipelined" approach to composition
where the arrows are Error-monadic -think of (.!) instead of (·) -that is do { pre-g a; b <-g a; inv-B b; pre-f b; c <-f b; inv-C c } 
Changing the evaluation mode

Method semantics
Semantics of PUSH is a function of type
Semantics of POP is of type
Reactive partiality is more the rule than the exception in formal modelling. 
In general
Given (nondeterministic) component p hiding internal state U p and offering methods M i=1,n with public interface M i : O i ←− I i its semantics will be captured by coalgebra 
where point u p is the 'initial' or 'seed' state.
B is an arbitrary strong monad.
Behavioural semantics
The semantics of p is the behaviour produced by starting at initial state u p and unfolding over coalgebra a p :
That is, an action will not simply produce an output and a continuation state, but a B -structure of such pairs. Monad B's unit ( η ) and multiplication ( µ ) provide, respectively, a value embedding and a 'flatten' operation to unravel nested behavioural annotations.
Component combinator (algebra)
Pipeline p ; q : I J p ; q J O Choice p ⊞ q : I + O p ⊞ q J + R
Behaviour partiality
Wherever B can be decomposed into a maybe shape,
-eg. P ∼ = P + + 1 , M aybe ∼ = Id + 1 -p will be referred to as a partial component: it may stop in presence of a precondition or invariant violation and its coalgebra is M aybe
Behaviour totalization
Transpose partial component p : O ←− I into p ↑: O + 1 ←− I such that output of type 1 bears the informal meaning "please try again".
Details about a p↑ :
Totalization as refinement
We have developed an equational (pointfree) proof for the following result: 
Backward refinement
Let T be the behaviour shape of components q = (u q , a q ) and p = (u p , a p ) sharing the same state space U . Then q is said to be a backward refinement of p wrt.
(a) this is a special case of a more general definition.
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Refinement preorders
Refinement preorders are membership-compatible preorders:
that is, such that
One is free to choose ≤ in the range id ⊆ ≤ ⊆ ∈ T \ ∈ T
Our choice
By solving the above (in)equation we have arrived at the following preorder (defined by induction on the structure of T ):
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Pointwise equivalent:
The failure refinement order
Increase in definition on the implementation side is ensured by extra clause
whose pointfree transform is
• So, wherever a p (u, i) = ι 2 * and a p . ≤ F T+1 a q holds, then either a q (u, i) = a p (u, i) or, for some y, a q (u, i) = ι 1 y.
"Client-server fission" lemma
Fission is expressed by the following lemma:
Given partial component p , its try-again-transpose p ↑ is bisimilar to (f_end p ; (p
This is proved by identifying a coalgebra morphism h : U p ←− U p × (U p × 1) connecting the state-spaces of the underlying coalgebras. The obvious choice is h = π 1 · π 2 .
Conclusions
Regarding transposition as a refinement situation entailed the need to extend the combinator algebra ( p X is new) and re-visit the underlying theory
Formal justification of what seemed to be just intuitive Re-frame the theory in the pointfree relational calculus which makes effective calculations simple and elegant.
Our calculations would require lengthy and contrived proofs had we resorted to classical pointwise reasoning
